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TECHNOLOGY AD '.HODS OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE

'Er
I

2.2.1. Radio location p.xotective coatings

War technology in military objectives can be masked from radio 1o-I. cation observation by using special protective coatings.

It is exceptionally difficult to arrange rockets, airplanes, ships,
and other pieces of military equipment in such a way that they are invisible

1to radio location observation. Maximu perception distance Dauff max 0 k-

.T (?) changes only in proportion to the square root of thn effective tar-

get recOlection sxr-'ýace. For example, reducing the reflected power by half
only decreases perception distance of ground targets by 10 to 20%. These
difficulties are increased by the fact that modern radio location devices
work on different frequencies. Therefore the targets must be protected in
a wide frequency range.

At the present time two kinds of material are used to decrease re-
flection intensity: absorption materials and interference materials.

Absorption coatings must meet two requirements:

In the first place they must nrt ireflect electromagnetic waves which
hit them, and must also completely absorb the waves which originate inside
the material itself. To produce a material which fulfills both requirements
it is extremely complicated from a tecFnical point of view. It is known
that for the reflection factor of an electromagnetic wave on a level flat
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surface with constant • and ir, the following formula is validr r

C r) Vr are the relative dielectric constant arI relative permeability

constant.

It may be known from this formula that no reflection occurs for Erm
.Vr In wide band protective coatings, dielectrics can he used as absorbers,

where rowrJ l. In order to prevent a reflection, the absorbing material

must have a dielectric constant which comes close to that of air (c=l),
Rubber, polystyrol foam and other porous materials have this quality.

The absorbing action of these coe.tings is based unon the fact that the
high frequency energy is transformed into heat. The heat is produced by the
weak eddy currents induced And by the dielectric loss. The acceptable amount
of energy depends on the maximum permissible temperature of the absorption
coating.

Coal dust, the proportion of which increases in the layer from outside
to inside, is used as a suitable absorber. Good energy absorption is ob-
tained by multilayer protective materials with damping increases along
with the increas:ing impressions of the wave in the material, This is the
reason why the concentration of the absorber (e.g. coal dust) is greater
in every layer.

Through the use of multilayer protective materials, the frequency
range is similarly increased. The frequency range within which energy ab-

sorption occuis depends upon the thickness of the material. The main defect
of mnultilayer protective materials is found in its great thickness and mass.
A square meter of multilayer protective material at the present time has a
mass of 2 to 6 kg.

In order to diminish Lit reflex radiation intensity of radio waves,
the surfaces of the pro~octive materials are given a waffle shaped structure
in which the elements protruding from the even surface have the shape of a
pyramid or a corne (Fig. 2.59). Protective materials with a waffle shaped
surface structure reduce the reflex radiation intensity, because the radio
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waves have essentially more contact with the protective layer through the
successive reflections on adjacent pointsard are thus mnor inte,,,l1 * 1, t
sorhed (2.60). In order to obtain more reflections, the pyramids are made
v,'iry sharp. Some waffle shaped protective layers reduce the reflection in-
tensity for el(ctrofflagnetic .aves and the centiMeter wave range by 90% and""~ aRAP mCs
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Figure 2.59. Surface structure of a protective layer

Absorbing protective materials have the most varied structure and
e.ectrical value. Thus, e.g., a protective layer of 12.7 mm thick fiber-
glass absorbs almost 99% of occurrent energy in the wave range from 1 to
77 cm. Fiberglass has adequate elasticity at *ts disposal, is resistant
to the influences of weathering and is inflammable. Radio location pro-
tective coatings for flying machines are producerd from ceramics Cferrites),

which are applied as a thin layer to the objective to be protected. These
absorb the energy of electromagnttic radiation in the centimeter and meter
wave rangef

Figure 2.60. Reflection on waffle shaped surfaces

! ..



Abroad work is going on to produce protective materials which con-V*•..tGlGti"ia~r, wtu nrgy int~o chemical energy. A great deal of energy-is also being devoted to researching plasma as an absorption medium.

For application under stationary conditions, the absorbing materials
are produced from matted fibers which are saturated with a mixture of neo-
prene (a kind of rubber) and conductive carbon black. Compositions of wool
and iron filings are also suitable as absorbing material. A lining of cor-

/L rugated cardboard is also worked into this material. On piercing the ma-
terial, the radio waves are dispersed by the metallic particles and absorbed
by the wool. Absorption mn&ts of this type are 40 to 50 mm thick and can
damp reflections 20 to 50 times.

GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBL,'

Figure 2.61. Absorbing materials a) triple layer component;
b) rubber satturated wool matting.

Wqide band absorbing materials, which consist of a mixture of porous
rubber and coal dust or of polystyrol foam with a layer of carbon, are
suitable for radio location ma-king of immovable or not very moveable ob-

jectives and sites (buildings, harbors, canals and ship superstructures).
These protective layers have a waffle shaped surface so that the reflection
intensity does not depend very much upon the angle of collision. The per-
formance reflection factor of such protective materials does not exceed
1%. The effective reflection surface of such protective objectives is re-
duced more titan 100 fold and its perception distance reduced to one third.

-4-
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Oil Even buildingb made of porous concrete with an addition of aranhite

or multilayer material ftrnish only weak radio location contrasts. The 4
NO coatings of these construction materials (Fig. 2.61a) have pores and grains

of different sizes. The grains ef the construction material become fiaer
from outside to inside and are reduced from 20 mm grain diameter in the

K outer layer to 0.7 mm grain diameter in the inner layer.

A triple layer protective material absorbs the electromagnetic energy
with the cavities of its outer layer. The radio waves which have penetrated
the second layer are partly absorbed into its pores and partly broken up abid

- reflected back to the outer layer. The third, fine-grained layer reflects
very strongly. Thus the energy which has reached this point is damped agair
in the pores of the layers f.t now goes through for the second time.

Interference materials. Their method of operation is illustrated by Figure
2.62. Damping takes place by interference with the waves reflected to two
upper sarfaces. If the protective material has a thickness which is equal
to one Quarter the wave length or its odd-number multiple, the wave rhythms
reflected on the two surfaces are opposed in phase and cancel each other at
equal amplitude. The thickness 1 of the interference layer is found from

4 lh , (59)

Good results can only be obtained with interference layers in a small
frequency range. With an increase in wave length,the thickness of the pro-
tective layer must be increased.

This type of protective material reduces the reflected energy to
several tenths, but work well only if the waves hit it perpendicularly.
If the waves coincide from other directions, the absorption intensity is
severely diminished. Fcv non-perpendicular occurrent waves, the reflec-
tion factor K is a function of' angle of attack 0.

"+ C +os 9 (601

fMetal nets, which can be applied at a distance of are quarter wave

from the object to be protected, or a dielectric material, which is applied
to a metallic surface in the thickness of a quarter wave, serve as inter
ference materials.

-5-
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hundredth of the occurrent energy in the wave length range from 112 to 195
cm is again given off as radiation; in this way the perception distance of
masked objectives is reduced to about one quarter.

I . -

Figure 2.63. Radio location masking of a submarine: 1) masking;
2) power; 3) masking; 4) body of boat.
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In West Germany an absorbent masking tissue has been developed with
a..... ,; shapd l tt zLrucLure. Fne jattices Ot the tissue are filled

_. with a mixture of graphite powder and a binder. The tissue consists of
I -three or five layers with lattices of different sizes in eaqh layer. It

is iuggested that tanks, cannons, rocket launching ramps, airplanes on air-
portE and other military equipment on the battlefield or behind the battle

___ zone be masked with this type of tissue.

The use of weakly reflective construction sheets.

_The reflection properties of military equipment also depend on its,
shape. Maximum reflection on the sides turned away from the radio loca-,

- tion device is attained, e.g., with the inclined plane, the pyrami.d and
_ the cone.

Objects with a surface free of angles, cylinders and smooth surfaces
perpendicular to the occurrent direction of the waves, offer minimum reflec-
tion.

are used which are irradiated with light 6r millimeter waves.

2.3. Infrared reaction

Infrared rays are electromagnetic waves which are irradiated from
every body whizh has a specific temperature above absolute zero. The infra-
red range includes wave lengths from 0.77 to 340 mm. Infrared radiation can
only be perceived with special infrared receivers.

Infrared instruments are inserted into the target seeking systems of
rockets, in observation devices and in devices for obtaining cartographic
round pictures. Beyond that infrared technology is widely distributed in
airplane and rocket defense.

The strongest sources of infrared radiation in military technology
are rockets, jet propelled aircraft, ships, tanks and other objects. The
main sources of heat radiation of rockets and airplanes are the gas trail
and the covering skin which is severely heated during flight in the atmo-,
sphere. Infrared radiation which is irradiated from rocket operation during
its active flight phase can be perceived from distarres of more than 1000
km. The radiation given off as a result of aerodynamic heating of the skin
of airplanes and rockets can likewise be discovered at a great distance. I

The main sources of infrared radiation from warships are the openings
of the exhaust stacks and flues. The radiation from ships can be perceived
up to 10 km away. The main radiation source of industrial objects (factories,

-7-
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thermal power stations) are the flues.

Infrared masking consists of adapting the character and amount of
heat radiation of the object to be masked to the radiation of the sur-
roundings. This task is predominately solved by reducing the heat radia-
tion of the radiating object. In particular the temperature at the openings
of flues and exhausts stacks is diminished by reducing their diameter, by
cooling an by using screens or a heat insulating sheet. For example, the
British airplane Buccaneer-2 makes use of such an infrared screening (Fig-
ure 2.61).

Figure 2.64 . Screening the infrared radiation of the ex-
haust radiation.

Another method of heat-masking objects on land and sea is the laying
of smoke curtains which provide absorption properties in the spectral range
of 3 to 5 um. In addition to these, rain and snow, as well as smoke pro-
duced from titanium tetrachloride, exhibit good absorption qualities.

Since infrared radiation sources have a great radiation output, strong
radiation source,; are also necessary to imitate them.

Tnfrare,' itors, which can be used as beat decoys, reach a radia-
tion to 3 ijm range of about 2.5 kW within a few seconds.
C(,•, + •yvpe can be installed as decoys. In the United States

'-d guided rockey, the TDIT-12/W Skydrar (?), is used as
t has a two stage driving mechanism, which makes possible

, .,'!'!ir'g which distances up to 48 km can he covered. The
I- ,Ong, has a diameter of 165 mrn and can be launced from

"anes.

infrared radiation of ships is achieved with heat
(6,0o temperature lies higher than that of the flue openings

*v c•.. Such a target is, e.g., an aluminum reflector
a, i i", 1uic lie electrically heated small chromium nickel.
t . 1. , -,mperature reaches 750* centigrade, the irradiated
output rvacic 1 • icr 1 m tubelength.

13est Available Copy
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Figure 2.65. Methods of infrared reaction: 1) target seeking
ME rockets with an infrared heat; 2) smoke curtain; 3) infrared.

observation devices; 4) rockets which disperse infrared re-
i flectors; 5) infrared receiver; 6) pyrotechnic media; 7)

infrared decoys; 8) seeker head. -

In addition light flares launched from the airplane are 1,nown which
produce a bright flash a'nd a thick cloud of smokt. These light flares
gaide rockets with infrared seeker heads to themselives. The efficiency of
heat decoys is con•siderably increased In the infrared radiation of the
object to be masked is reduced at the same time.

Figure 2.65 shows several possibilities of protecting an airplane

from perception with infrared media. 2 e i-

S~2.4. Radio heat detection finder reaction.

Rladio heat direction finders or Passive radio location devices assume
an intermediate position between radio locathon and infrared technology-

Radio heat direction finders receive an i analyze the millimeter and
centimeter waves which every body Wla th a specific temperature above absolute

zero irradiates. The intensity of the radio heat -rdiation depends on the
temperature, the dimensions and the kind of irradiating surface of an or -
ject, on polarization, on the electrical and magnetic properties of the
radiator and on the condition of the surroundings of a radiation source.,
Sense of the radio heat signals can be irradiated in an extremely wide
frequency range but with only a weak output,' they can only he perceived
by means of highly rection fide oreceiving devices which can slso
work under a signal-nonse ratio less than a. nt

centmetr wveswhic evry odyw~t a seciic empratue aoveabslu.

zeroirrdiats. he ntenityof he rdiohea r~'iaton epens o th

tempratrethe imesios an th kid o irrdiaingsurfce f a o.

jetonpoarzainonth eecrca ad agetcprpetis-f h
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]F igure 2.66. Sim~pliidd block diagram of a radio meter

a. MI ,,ijwehn - -[ ,.gr, .. e -

I \ __ Rod,;o.'ate C * d,'sk ,n,;~ d.u~' ~e',:Pvo
/1 C. I

a. PeFlector turning motor b. Deference voltage penerator
c. Phase discriminator d. Lateral swivel device
e. High swivel device f. High swivel directional vol-
g. Lateral swivel directional tage amplifier

voltage amplifier

Figure .2.67. Block diagram of a radio heat direction finder.

The apparatus which perceives and receives radio heat apparatus is
called a radio meter. The block diagrem of the simplest radio meter is
shown in Figure 2.66.

The finding methods and the construction of radio heat direction
finders are similar to the methods and hookups in radio finding and in
radio location techrology. The block diagram of a radio heat direction
finder with conical space investigation is shown inFigure 2.67.

Because of the high receptivity of the receivin:, apparatus, radio
heat direction finders are also extremely sensitive to disturbance. Pow-
ever, because they cannot be perceived, deliberature disturbances are im-
possible. The work of radio heat direction finders can only be disturbed
or made difficult by broad band disturbances and similitude of the proper
radiation of the targets to the radiation of the surrounding land. Tn the
American army, e.g., the forces and means of electronic observation and

-10
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___reaction are carried on by a partial system of the automated guidance sys-
tern of the ground. forces (Figure 4.8). Elaboration of the observation de--_
vices and controi of tne reactive means is successfully automated with the
help of electronic computers (ERM) in the guidance centers of the staffs
of the various army groups, Hero the cohservation apr~aratut' is also pre-
pared and reactions planned.

GRAPHICS
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'.9 ;.C'~.Isl1ands~

Figure 4.9a. Radio location picture takeii from 1200 m high.
Length of the observed segment: 9.25 kin; width of the an-
tenna directivity: 0.80; impulse period: 0.25 us

4.2.2. Radio location masking.

En modern armies radio location masking is given great attention.

Radio location devices are employed, as is known, to a large extent
in the observation of ground, air and sea targets. By themselves these



arecapbleof perceiving, even in the complete absence of optic vision,L-Almaroo c4L111arriers, motor ve-.
hilesmuits , qu s hip s,~i surfced S ubmarines and targets lying within the

GRAPHICSNOT REPRODUCIBLE

SMountain

I /~'-Bridges

Mountain Rie
Ridges 4.

Figure 4.9t. Locational determination according to thie form ofthe surface irregularities. Observation height: 2100 m; lengthof the section observed: 37 km; width of the antennu directive
pattern: 0.8* impulse period: 0.5 lis.

on the sight apparatus of the panoramia radio location devices of air-.planes, cities, bridges, lakes, roa~s, riv;ers, targets on the water, con-crete runways and high tension lines can be clearly observed (Figure 4,9a,b). Objects lying on the ground appear on thu radio location sight Hppatus of the airplane in the shape of marks with different configurations,in which their brightne.ss depends on tho magnitude of the energy reflec.to

12



by the targets and by the surrou~nding background. Settlements, bridges
and other places intensivelv reflect the greatest part of the occurrent
energy hack to the radio location ailtenna and Rnnnaa~ nni tho Cerna ne
bright marks. A flat, unti lled piece of Jand gives a halftone picture,

__ mountain chains form a combination of beight marks and shade, since the
non-radiated Salopc3 appoar dar'Kay tfian th%ý peaks "Figure 4.10). H4ountain
slopes lying further away produce a p!icture similar to a relief map. I'later

ME surfaces (rivers, lakes, seas) reflect radio waves like a mirror. For this
__ reason only a negligible fraction of the reflected signal comes back to the

radio location position, and the water is to be soon as a dirk flock on the
screen. The boundary between water and land shows ap most clearly. Concrete
airport runways disperse the electromagnetic energy somewbat less intensively
than overgrrc.-n surfaces. Therefore, like water surfaces, they produce dark
flecks on a visible screen.

NOT" RE'PRWDciL
'/I

"14!

Figure 4.10. Mountai~ns photo~graphed from 39 m high. flistance
between the circles: 9.25 km.
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Earth targets can be recognized exceptionally well with the help of
airplane radio location devices with lateral observation. These devices
can observe earth targets without flying over front lines or national houn-
daries. The territory is observed by two antennae oi which the directivb
patterns are extended on different sides of the airplana. The screen shows
the picture of the pieces of land lying on both sides of the airplane route
to a width of about 10 km; A signal for moveable targets is provided with
the lateral picture radio location devices. This permits a clear picture
of military equipment on the battlefiold, troop concentrations, fortifica-
tions and other targets to be obtained, A side picture radio location
station can also perceive objects with a very small reflection surface like
airpo.nes, tanks, arpc ored troop carriers,ryket launching rampst etch The
radio rleation picture of the territory with an exact location of the tar-
gets will be transmitted from the airplane by. radio to the control center
where the electrically received signals will be transformed into very in-
formative photographs of the photographed territory within a few seconds.
Thi radio location picture of a lateral picture radio location device re-
sembles territorial representation on a topographic map.

By comparing the radio location picture with the topographic map,
the navigator of an airplane can orient himself and drop bombs by sight.
Topographic maps which serve as a comparison with radio location maps are
specially elaborated. All secondary details which cannot he ascertained
with the radio location device nor visually are removed from the map. The
radio location picture and the topographic map can be compared variously.
One possible method is to place the topographic map, printed on transparent
film, on the screen of the visual apparatvs. For a more convonlent conmpa-
rlson ef the radio location picturo and the topograp ic map, in the lISA,
e.g., a special device is used. called a video converter (or picture trans-
former). The video converter' is based on the photoelectric transformation
of the territorial map into video signals. These are mixed with the video
signals of the radio location device and then reach the signal. In this
way the territorial map and the radio location picture of the territory
appear on the video converter screen at the same time.

Dummy targets on the screen of a radio location device are not to be
distinguished from true targets or only poorly, Therefore military objec-
tives and targets can be masked from enemy observation with radio location
devices. The radio location masking permits targets to be imitated in the
shape of picture points on the sighting devices of the radio locatiot appa-
ratus, thus masking military equipment and objectives from radio location
observation from air and ground (Figure 4.11) as well as changing the radio
location picture of bodies'of water and lakes (Figure 4.12) and simulating
islands, dams and other objects. In this way use of radio location bomb
sight devices can be made difficult for guided bombing and the opponent
can be forTed to use rockets, airplanes and ships against dummy tergets.

-14-
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Bridge idg4 ,r

Figure 4,11. Establishment of a dt'vmy bridge with angle re-
flectors.

The kind of radio location maiking Jepends on the objects to be
masked and on their discernability with radio location devices. For radio
location masking are used radio location dummy targets which adapt the
radio location pictures of the objectives to the radio location picture
of the background surrounding it and hide technology behind natural features.
Masking military equipment £rom ground radio location observation is done
by clever exploitation of the masking qualities of the local relie and of
the territorial objects lide hills, buildings, forests, etc. If the equip-
ment is set under covers and in dead zones (imperceptible rooms), where
reconnaissance with ground radio location mediu is excluded, they can be
definitely removed from the radk6 location objervation of the enemy. At
the same time military equipment is thus protected against visual and in-
frared reconnaissance. In this respect a forest furnishes good cover.
Leaves and needles among the trees produce a radio shadow which is anala-
gous to light shadow.

The spaces imperceptible with radio location devices are determined
from a map or diagram. Figure 4.13 shows one construction. Straight lines
of sight are plotted from the possible installation points of hostile radio
location apparatus to the possible covers (heights, forest, different ter-
ritorial objects). Finally territorial sectors are set up for the lines
of sight. Military equipment found in the imperceptible areas cannot be
perceived by the ground radio location apparatus of the enepy. In addi-
tion to natural cover, artificially devised camoflauge of trees (Figure 4.14),
twigs, metallic nets or angle reflectors can be used for radio location

- is -
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masking of military equipment against ground radio location apparatus.
In this case the objects remain invisible to the radio location apparatus,

mark on the visual apparatus.

However, effective radio location masking will only he achieved if
the targets and objectives are also masked against every other type of ob-

F . servation (visual, photographic and infrared reconnaisance)at the same
SV time. If, for example, the reconnaise of the enemy Is led astray with

wooden dummies of military equipment (tanks, cannon, airplanes), these
dummies should also be provided with radio location refectors, since they
are to mislead not only visual and air reconnaisance, but also the radio
location-reconnaisance of the enemy. Thus total masking is to be formed
in such a way that, if the enemy compares the reconnaisance results ob-
tained from a sector of land with different means, no differences appear.

. • . . . .

A"

Angle re-:-
flecctors

Figure 4.12. Masking part of a water 3urface against radio
location observation from the air.
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7 spade invisible to I
23 loationof ~both radars

enemy meadows 6A.
* .. ~ spaces invisible to

one radar

space invisible

to radar

Figure 4.13. Construction of spaces not visible by radox.L

.... ...

Figure 4.14. Natural cover.
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obsevaton hrogh he se f secil catigs.At.the present time,
twotyps o maerils re sedto imiishtheintensity of reflection:

absorption and interference materials. Absorption coatings must fulfill

two requirements: they must not reflect electromagnotic waves and must

absorb the waves originating in themselveE. Rubber, polystyrol foam,
coal dust and other porous materials are suitable for such coatings. The
beat types of surfaces for preventing reflection are waffle shaped and con-
posed of sharp pyramids or cones. Mixtures of neoprene, carbon black, wool,
iron filings and graphite are also suitable for damping wave reflection.
Interference materials have a thickness equal to a quarter wave length or
an odd niumbered multiple of it so that waves are put out of phase and can-H ~cell each o 'her. These were already used during the second war to protect
German submaLrines. Lattice structures made of graphite pulver are. used in
this technology.

Infrared rays, given off by every warm body, can be picked up with

Reducing temperatures and warming the surrounding atmosphere, for examplej
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ABSTRACT - CONTINUED

with smoke, reduce infrared sensitivity. Heating other objects also makes
it possible to set up dummy targets. Camouflage by radio location masking
is used to conceal large objects, mobile or not. These are set up by using
special angle reflectors to give the impression of waves from a real object,
setting up special heat patterns, and plotting territory to find :spots which
are dead from the enemy's point of view in which to conceal larpe mobile ob-
Jects. Comparison of reconnaisance results with tonographic maps helps the
enemy find hidden objectives. When camouflage is practiced, it sould be
done in such a way that all enemy reconnaisance results, whether visual,
infrared, or radio locational, lead to the same results.
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